Tribes, Congress, and the public have repeatedly demanded the Bureau of Land Management keep its promises to protect the culture, communities, and climate of Greater Chaco. Instead, it is exploiting the COVID-19 crisis to drill more than 3,000 new fracking wells, and refuses to include Tribal-led efforts to protect sacred sites during the planning process.

**Shame on the Bureau of Land Management**
- **Broken promises**
- **No tribal consultation**
- **No respect for human health**
- **No respect for sacred cultural resources**
- **Exploiting** the health crisis to damage air quality

Tell Interior Secretary Bernhardt and the Bureau of Land Management to keep their promises, respect Tribes and public health, and postpone the planning process during the pandemic.

**Call 720-213-5786 to comment before September 25.**

Protect ancestral tribal lands and public health. Put people — not polluters — first.

[frackoffchaco.org](http://frackoffchaco.org)